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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 19 Jun 2016 16:45
Duration of Visit: 20 Minutes
Amount Paid: 30
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.citysaunasheffield.co.uk/
Phone: 01142634839

The Premises:

City Sauna is not centrally located. To get there with public transport, it will take some figuring out
beforehand. Handy for the 52 bus or a 15 minutes’ walk from the nearest tram stop. Secure
location though, near a railway bridge. Very comfortable accommodations. No annoying music
playing in the bedroom and a peaceful tinkling from a fish-tank in the front room, where you are met
by all of the available ladies. There is a “video-room” alongside the living room, which seems rather
incongruous, but no less appealing for that. The stair-cases upwards are extremely steep and take
some careful navigating.

The Lady:

Faye is a very friendly lady. That is the most appealing and attractive feature about her, although
her physical attributes are more than befitting. She is no spring chicken and her skin, although
having lost some of its elasticity, is silky smooth and without blemishes. Lovely lush hair and an
affable personality makes this lady a splendid companion.

The Story:

My usual establishments down the other end of Attercliffe Road were offering ladies of a lesser
appealing type. It is many a year since I ventured to City-Sauna and I was pleasantly surprised by
my re-acquaintance with it. By appearances and reviews of field-reports, it seems as though the
ladies servicing this establishment are of the more “mature” aspect. Which is more than
acceptable, if you are aware of this. All the available ladies were genial and could have been a
potential partner. I chose Fay by utter random selection of her name was first in the alphabetic
choice.
Annoyingly, the receptionist proved to be extremely anxious about the steepness of the stairs and
caused some considerable commotion about getting up them safely. Possibly over-protectively, but
this caused more fuss and attention than was warranted or wished for. However, having
successfully reached the bedroom, things improved immensely.

Fay acquiesced to my every request. Excellent soft OWO was the prelude to some vigorous
intercourse. No position was a problem and her gentle approach was much welcomed. The
massage to begin things was not of a high quality, but for the price paid, the attitude received, were
far beyond that, which a punter would receive in Soho for a similar price.
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